Brickmakers In Nepal
Power of God’s Word !"#!$#%!&"
It just keeps happening!
These photos came to us in an email
about “very good responses” in
Nepal. In a phone call Ramesh gave
the following details.
He said that one of his evangelists
used a solar-powered audio player
formatted with God’s Story to witness
to a family of brick-makers. These
workers come down to the valley for
6 months of the year to work. Then
they return home “to a very far place”
high in the Himalayas.
One family listened to the God's
Story in Nepali and was saved. They
begged to have the player so they
could share the story with other
families.
For several days the solar player
was passed from family to family.
They can’t read, but they can listen
to the Bible stories.
Ramesh gushed out, “Mom, nine
Hindu families came to the Christ. I
sent you some pictures. I have never seen anything like this before.”
“Can I share these pictures with others? Is it a problem to show their faces?” I asked.
“Of course not Mom! The families already went to the brick factory and have been telling
everyone about Jesus! Everyone knows what happened. Sunday we had a celebration with our
local believers and the nine families. We will teach them more, and they will go back home and
plant churches.” (3 months later, after the workers returned to all of their villages, 10 house
churches were meeting in various villages, sharing 4 solar players to study the Word.)
Most of us have memorized Hebrews 4:12, we quote it, put it on banners and give eloquent
sermons on it, but when we see it at work before our eyes, we say, “How do I know this report is
true? I have not seen anything like this happening.” As Ramesh has told us, about his change to
using chronological storytelling, “Now that I start at the head not the tail, more people are
coming the Christ faster than ever before, and they do not fall away!”
Must we persuade and convince or will God supernaturally bring people into His family as we
wisely use His whole sword? Hebrews 4:12 “For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and
sharper than any twoedged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of
the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.”
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